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On October 6, 2017 the K-12
Wellness teachers participated
in a daylong workshop. Topics
explored were: growth
mindset versus fixed mindset,
utilizing a logic model and a
root cause analysis to develop
strategies to address student
learning issues, and working
through a Data Driven
Dialogue protocol. These
hands on workshops provided
teachers with a myriad of
strategies to incorporate into
their classroom to increase
student learning.
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Thank you Project

Thank you to the EdFund

On behalf of the Wellness Department and the students at Hamilton-Wenham
Regional High School I would like to thank the Hamilton Wenham Edfund for
our Heart Tech Plus Platform / Monitoring Student’s Exercise Levels Using
Arm Based Sensors grant. The learning opportunities which this grant will
In keeping with Project
provide our students meets our curricular goal for students to examine and
Adventure’s new philosophy of analyze their learning and utilize this knowledge to create their own personal
giving back to the local
fitness plans as part of a physically active lifestyle.
Wellness Education at Hamilton-Wenham High School provides students with
community and in celebration
many different learning experiences. Students are given guided directions to
of working together with
self-select fitness activities that are appropriate for their developmental level,
HWRSD for over 40 years,
fitness level and personal interests. Through guided choices student will
Project Adventure volunteered
utilize the Heart Tech Plus Monitor Platform to measure cardiovascular fitness
their time and services to
as part of their personal fitness plans, track their own progress toward fitness
inspect our outdoor adventure goals, and use this knowledge to make informed decisions in the future
course and climbing elements. regarding their personal fitness regimen.
Continue to page 2

Adventure, Inc.
Beverly MA:
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When students can track their data, it enables them to reflect upon and adjust their fitness goals. As data
is collected, teachers and students can make constant adjustments to the fitness activities alike. The
power of technology to track fitness information is provided in real-time biofeedback so students can see
what is occurring within their bodies. If students are in a spin class, running the track, snowshoeing, or
playing a small-sided game they can interpret the data according to the activity. The teacher is able to
measure the effectiveness of a class and give students clear directions for target heart rate, cadence, etc.,
as well as to provide them multiple opportunities to make necessary changes based on their data to
achieve the most efficient workout. This grant includes funding for the
Heart Tech Plus Exercise Monitoring Platform, which includes thirty arm
sensors, and supporting technology. There will be a 70” LED/LCD TV
mounted in the fitness room as well as a mounted projector in gym with a
viewing screen approximately 11 ‘ by 15’.
The utilization of the Heart Tech plus technology will transform the students
learning experiences with real life application of their fitness knowledge in
conjunction with analyzing and reflecting on what fitness choices will most
benefits their lives. Thank you for your continued support for innovative
educational experiences in Wellness Education and throughout the
Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District.
Written by: Prudence Pilkanis

Looking forward to:
On Thursday, December 7, 2017 at 12:45 in the High School auditorium all students in 8th and 9th grade will attend a
performance addressing healthy and unhealthy relationships. After discussing with Deanna’s Educational Theater
Inc., the educational needs for our students in 8th and 9th grade they recommended their production, Remote Control.
Deanna’s Educational Theater Company is a nonprofit organization that offers inter-active performance-based
presentations covering current health issues. It is a highly interactive, theatre based presentation that explores issues
associated with unhealthy relationships and bystander intervention using scenarios very familiar to young people.
“Remote Control explores the relationship between two characters, Josh and Amy, and their male friend Darryl, who
introduced them and becomes an involved bystander. Using an imagined “remote control” device, the narrator stops,
rewinds and replays various scenarios while the actors incorporate the audience’s observations and suggestions into
the action of the play. Remote Control encourages bystander intervention and highlights how young people can help to
prevent unhealthy relationships.” The Remote Control performance has been graciously funded by the Friends of the
HWRHS/MRMS. On behalf of the students in grades 8 and 9 we would like to thank them for their continued support to
the Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School and Miles River Middle School.

Bill Phillips of New Beginnings is coming in March 2018 and speaking

with grade 10 Adventure Leadership 1 students about the use and abuse
of substances. Thank you to the Foundation for Alcohol Education for
funding this speaker. New Beginnings is a program “to promote
awareness and acceptance of alcoholism and other dependencies as a
health issue of grave concern to everyone, with major ramifications to
the welfare of the community.” William (Bill) Phillips, President and
founder of New Beginnings, will meet with students in small groups to
discuss the most current issues students deal with every day as well as
strategies and approaches to encourage students to make responsible
decisions.
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Middle School Health: written by Danielle Petrucci
7th grade Students in Life Skills have been
improving their self esteem using the Dove Self
Esteem Project: Confident Me! Curriculum. Over
the course of the unit, students practice multiple
skills, aligned with the National Health Education
Standards, proven to increase body confidence
including analyzing the influences, goal setting,
communication skills, and advocacy.
It is estimated that between 40%-70% of adolescent
boys and girls experience low body
confidence. Those students usually have poor
classroom participation and performance, poor
psychological and physical health, and often opt out
of basic life activities like going to the doctor,
joining a sports team or club, or even giving an
opinion.
Ms. Petrucci has been working with the Dove Self
Esteem Project, the social mission for the personal
care brand Dove, for about a year. She was on the
curriculum revision committee, making the U.K.
version more Americanized. Now Ms. Petrucci
partners with the Dove Self Esteem Project training
teachers around the country about the curriculum and
it’s benefits to middle school students. Take a look at
the photos included displaying students engaged to

With the beautiful fall weather, the Miles River PE
classes have been able to spend most days
outside. We have been playing soccer, ultimate
ball and ultimate football. During the last week of
the first quarter, the students have been
competing in an ultimate ball round-robin
tournament.
Our next unit will be volleyball for 6th, 7th, and 8th
grades. The emphasis will be on skill development
through the use of lead up games and activities.
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Grade 9 Health and Wellness: written by Jamie Hanson
and Matt Gauron

Grade 9 Health and Wellness: Our 9th

+

grade students have been working on a myriad of activities in gym,
playing fields and fitness room. They also utilize the health classroom
once a week. First, the students have been practicing skill related fitness
in lifelong activities such as ultimate Frisbee, speedball, and futsal.
Secondly, our students spend one day a week in the fitness room
learning and exploring the 5 components of fitness. Recently, the
Wellness Department was awarded an Edfund grant that has provided
our students with the latest technology in measuring heart rate in a
classroom setting. These monitors have helped students to learn how to
work in their target fitness zones. Finally, in the health classroom, we
have been discussing digital citizenship. We’d like to recognize and
thank Johanna Wilson, our technology specialist, for assisting with this
unit. Next in the classroom, we will be moving on to units in healthy
relationships, stress and depression.

Personal Fitness Training: written by Jamie
Hanson This semester in Person Fitness Training students
have been working hard towards their goal of creating and
implementing their own personal fitness plans. Also,
through individual and group activities in the fitness room
and classroom, students have been developing their
understanding of the fitness principles, health related
fitness concepts, nutrition, and much more. In addition, this
semester the students were able to showcase their exercise
expertise by making short instructional videos that all
HWRHS students can access by scanning one of the QR
Codes located in the fitness room. Finally, thank you to Rich
Butterworth for providing teacher training on heart rate

Click here or scan
QR code to see
this student
created spin bike
teaching video.
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monitors for our students to use during our cardio unit. Not
only do these monitors help us educate our students about
the cardiovascular system, but they also allow us to visually
track our heart rate in real time on the viewing screen!
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Yoga and Pilates: written by Prudy Pilkanis
In Yoga and Pilates classes students are developing their
muscular flexibility, strength and endurance through a
variety of Yoga asanas and Pilates exercises. Students are
learning that efficient movement and skills improves
performance and promotes physical activity on a regular
basis. To deepen their learning experiences students are
utilizing a variety of equipment such as resistance bands,
Pilate’s rings, small toning balls, large exercise balls and
TRX. This equipment provides students with a myriad of
options for modifications as well as extensions of the Yoga
asanas and Pilate’s exercises. In the health portion of class
students are researching, analyzing and evaluating an
ecological or community and public health issue to
educate themselves and their peers on this concern.

Adventure Leadership Education 2: written by Matt
Gauron
The Adventure Leadership Education program has been a
staple at HWRHS since 1970 and is the longest running
outdoor physical education adventure program of its kind in
the country. Our ALE 2 students are currently learning what
leadership means and what it means to be part of a group. So
far, they have participated in team building activities, trust
activities, low climbing elements, and have recently begun
high climbing elements. Next, our ALE 2 students will be
learning how to tie knots, set-up and break-down climbing
elements, and participate in “Belay School.” That is, our
students will be placing their trust in one another using
proper gear and technique to make sure our climbers stay
safe while ascending the high climbing elements.
We should note that the recent storm has damaged some
of our challenge course. We are looking at ways to rebuild.
Only a few climbing elements are available to us at this time
and we will have to be creative during the rebuilding of these
elements.
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Lifetime Activities and Competitive Games:
written by Jim LaSelva
Several years ago the Wellness Department created
elective courses that have empowered our students with
the opportunity to take ownership over their Wellness
experience. The end result is that most of our students are
able to enjoy a course that best fits their needs and wants.
This fall, the highly energized Lifetime Activities &
Competitive Games students have participated in a variety
of experiences in Ultimate Frisbee, Soccer, Bocce and
Badminton.
The students have developed agility, foot & hand-eye
skills, moving to open space concepts and sportsmanship.
In the classroom, students have selected and are
researching a Problem-Based-Learning Topic and will
create a multimedia presentation. Some of the Health
topics are Consumer Awareness, Sexual Assault on
College Campus and the Dangers of Diet Pills.

Yoga and Pilate’s enjoying working outside with
our wonderful fall weather!
HeartTech monitor viewing on wall –
observing Target heart rates.
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